type optimality conditions for a nondifferentiable multiobjective variational problem are derived. As an application of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker type optimality conditions, Mond-weir type second-order nondifferentiable multiobjective dual variational problems is constructed. Various duality results for the pair of Mond-Weir type second-order dual variational problems are proved under second-order pseudoinvexity and second-order quasi-invexity. A pair of Mond-Weir type dual variational problems with natural boundary values is formulated to derive various duality results. Finally, it is pointed out that our results can be considered as dynamic generalizations of their static counterparts existing in the literature.
Introduction
Second-order duality in mathematical programming has been extensively investigated in the literature. In [1] , Chen formulated second order dual for a constrained variational problem and established various duality results under an involved invexity-like assumptions. Subsequently, Husain et al. [2] , have presented Mond-Weir type second order duality for the problem of [1] , by introducing continuous-time version of second-order invexity and generalized second-order invexity. Husain and Masoodi [3] formulated a Wolfe type dual for a nondifferentiable variational problem and proved usual duality theorems under second-order pseudoinvexity condition while Husain and Srivastav [4] presented a Mond-Weir type dual to the problem of [2] to study duality under second-order pseudo-invexity and second-order quasiinvexity.
The purpose of this research is to present multiobjective version of the nondifferentiable variational problems considered in [2, 4] and study various duality in terms of efficient solutions. The relationship between these multiobjective variational problems and their static counterparts is established through problems with natural boundary values. 
Definitions and Related Pre-Requisites
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   and the space of n-dimensional continuous vector functions. 
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The following result which is a recast of a result of Chankong and Haimes [5] giving a linkage between an efficient solution of (VCP) and an optimal solution of p-single objective variational problem: 
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for obtaining the optimal conditions for (VCP) we will use the optimal conditions obtained by Chandra et al. [6] for a single-objective variational problem which does not contain integral inequality constraints of r P . The validity of the following proposition is quite essential in obtaining the optimality conditions for (VCP), Proposition 2. If ( ) x t X  is an efficient solution of (VCP), then ( ) x t is an optimal solution of the following problem for each
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The inequalities (3) along with (4) contradicts the fact that x ( ) t is an efficient solution of (VCP).
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Proof: Since x ( ) t is an efficient solution of (VCP), by Proposition 2, 
The above conditions yield the relations (5) 
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Mond-Weir Type Second Order Duality
In this section, we present the following Mond-Weir type second-order dual to (VCP) and validate duality results:
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where
1, 2, , .
We denote by C P and C D the sets of feasible solutions to (VCP) and (M-WD) respectively. 
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Now, by the constraints (2), (18) and (19), we have 
This, by using (4) gives 
